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Structural - Architectural - Formational - Primary - Formalistic
Supportive - Central - Intrinsic - Elemental - Spatial
Symmetrical - Foundational - Sustaining - Organic

When looking at the words above I want you to think about the relationship these
words have to one another and the world around you.
•Brainstorm how you can make images that relate to these words. Make a list, think
realistic, think symbolistically, think metaphorically. Right away I start thinking,
architecture, minimalism, abstract. But as I say that I am not showing you any images
for this project. I want you to work in your own direction without my infl uence. You
can research the words and how they relate to photography and art making during
your brainstorming session.
•Make your images. Think about how the work will hold together as a concept. The
images can be anything you want, as long as you have the ability to talk about the
work and use the words above to support or define the work. The subject, concept,
theme will be supported by these words.
Pull from the skills you have been building this semester. Think about light and
shadow to create a mood. Think about how color can move or influence a person’s
interpretation of your work. Is time of day important to getting your ideas across to
your viewer? Think about line and composition to build your images. Think about
every element in the image, as too if it helps or takes away from your concept. Think
about the edges of your frame. Is something sneaking in that should not be there?
Do you want the same crop for all of your images. This could unify the series. How
does a square ratio alter the image from a 3:2 or a 16:9 ratio. Do you want to use the
same profile or preset on all of the images to unify them.
•In the LRM Album you can set a custom order for the images. What image goes next
to the other. By taking the time to do this you can make the series stronger by
building relationships from one image to the next.
Look to the bottom of this handout for the LRM Guide pages to make a custom sort
and to make a custom name for the album.
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You will make a minimum of 100 images and choose the 10 strongest images to
edit and place into an LRM Album. You will share the link in Canvas for grading.
When creating the album be sure to turn on download and all metadata info. Of
course make sure the setting Everyone Can View is on.
•You will write an artist statement about the work you produce. Include the words
that support your images in the statement. The statement does not need to be long.
One paragraph, 5 sentences will meet the requirement. Of course if you have more to
say include that as well. How can you include the artist statement as part of your LRM
Album?
•Title your series. Include the title at the top of your artist statement and include the
title in the LRM Album
•who, what, when, where, why
The statement should include info about the content, what the images are about. Info
about the tools used to make the work, camera, lens, etc. About the compositional
rules you have used to create the images. Tell us why the rule would be important in
the work, sometimes it is important and should be included, other times it is not
needed. Tell me if in your edits you chose a profile or preset to tie all of the images
together, a look. Why is that look important to the work. Tell me anything you think is
important. An artist statement is used to guide the viewer to understand your
concepts and motivation in making the work.
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Submit:
•1 LRM album URL containing 10 edited images.
All metadata and download options should be turned on.
•1 Artist Statement. The artist statement can be submitted in comments or as a Word
document or PDF. Be sure to include your name and series title in the document.
• In the Comments tell me how many images you made for this project.

